Color

For this assignment, students had to illustrate statistics on Hafu people in Japan and do three color studies: one in analogous colors, one in complimentary colors and one in monochromatic colors.

Jordan Thomas
The statistics that were found on Hafu citizens reflect a changing landscape in Japan. CNN reported that 30-40 percent of runway models in Japan identify as Hafu.
One in every 50 babies born in Japan is a hāfu—having one parent from a foreign country—amounting to 20,000 children every year.

For this assignment, students had to illustrate statistics on Hāfu people in Japan and do three color studies: one in analogous colors, one in complimentary colors and one in monochromatic colors.

Julian Aparicio
Another statistic in “What’s in a Name? Mixed Race and Identity in Japan,” in Nippon.com stated that one in every 50 babies born in Japan is a hāfu, having one parent from a foreign country, amounting to 20,000 children every year.